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About This Game

Slip into a pair of overalls and try your hand at running a farm! From tending to the fields where your cows graze to gathering
eggs for sale at the town market, Farm Frenzy is as stimulating as the real thing-- only you won't have to experience the nasty
smells! You will, however, be required to invest the money you earn in new equipment. Building a cheese dairy, for example,

allows you to process your milk on the spot and make even more cash!

To beat a level in Farm Frenzy, you must complete a specific task, such as producing a certain number of eggs. Each new level
is more challenging than the last, so you must increase the capacity of your warehouse and improve the performance of your
production facilities. You can even buy a larger truck capable of delivering more goods to market! All of this makes dealing

with the occasional bear easier. Featuring compelling and enjoyable gameplay, Farm Frenzy lets you give Old MacDonald a run
for the money!

Over 45 levels to beat
Five animals to care for
Nine farm products to sell
Six buildings to purchase
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A love letter to 90's FPS!

The action is frantic & always in your face. If you love old-skool FPS, this is definitely for you.

The author is a true fan of the genre and it shows in the level design & enemy placement.

Game is at it's early stages, but is actively updated with new features & levels.. Alright, I woke up a morning, and decided to
waste my money on something, this something were the LEGO Worlds DLCs.
I was kinda exited about them, but I have to say that i'm....
Divided.

The Monster Pack is a shame, a hell of a cashgrab. You thought that the LEGO team, like ANY OTHER developpers in the
world, make an Haloween update for free ? "F*ck off and buy our sh*t".
Alright I go a bit too far, but it feels like this. EVEN Overkill studio, the devloppers who put microtransation while they
promised that there won't be any, makes free content for Haloween. (Christmas was free tho, thx god, I don't want LEGO world
to be like Borderlands2)
My point is : this is a cashgrab in EVERY SINGLE WAY :
- You're paying for content that should have been free.
- The content is rushed :
  - Already existing Biome and Objects
  - The "new objects" are few and already existing (we already have a damn TV)
  - Few new characters and mission
- And the fact that this is not part of a basic generation :
  The Classic Space Pack was genius : it made sense to make a new world to get to the moon, but HERE, you NEED to
  make a 1 Biome world JUST for a biome that could be generated with a lambda world.

This DLC reminds me of the Gage Mod Courrier DLC for Payday 2 : a real cashgrab to fix the game, HERE however, it don't
fix the game, this DLC IS A HELL OF A DISASTER, YOU PAY FOR LITERALY NO-THING, NO CONSEQUENCES.

I'm sorry to say that but this thing should have been free, you could have done an other DLC, with good stuff in it, but for now,
i'll quote Connor Shaw :
"this is a DLC I actively regret spending money on". . ok game
. I purchased the standard version of this game a few years ago and played it multiple times, kicking myself that I didn't buy the
collector's edition to get the extra bells and whistles. I've waited (rather impatiently) for the next chapters to come to fruition
and oh, happy day, they're on the way! Engaging and creepy, this game is a must have in your collection.. After ~30 min. you've
tried every level, and it already seems a bit too repetitive. If just they've added some simple story mode or some special
objectives it would have been much better. If you're just going after the achievements you'll probably have 11 of 12 after those
~30 min and ~30 games, which means your still 170 games away from that last achievement...

All in all, if you have 30 min. where you want to play a small, simple, casual game, then this is a decent pick if you can get it
50% off.. Neighbourhood Necromancer is a very good game.
It is entirely story based, so make sure you read everything.

You can play the entire game by being a good person and saving everything, or maybe you wish to kill everyone for any reason
(bad haircuts, having to wait in line, etc.)
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The writing also has a lot of humor in it (like a squirrel that wishes you evil and harm!)

It's cheap and very delightful with a couple hours of fun.. Nice hero-def rpg :D
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fun erley flight sim get it. 5\/5 bretty gud. Awesome game. Puzzles of varying challenge levels, nice and creepy atmosphere.

If you like puzzle games, get it. Otherwise don't, duh.

And if you do get it, the followup challenge raises the whole thing to a whole new level.. What we have

PAYDAY 2 - simulator DLC (pay for buy game, pay for play game, always pay for new DLC)

OVERPOTATO's The Walking Dead - (totally scum, all money spend to CGI movies, trailers, no to game, buy s*** game by
price AAA game, get potato where need pay money for play game) i think he wanted create new simulator DLC, did not work
out! Game closed & deleted from steam, consoles versions canceled.

Overkills\\Starbreezee - please don't come back to game industry. Happy defolt for your studio!. It used to work great! But ever
since i updated to 5.0 lolipop it doesn't work anymore.......
The creators told us that they were going to fix it the first quarter of 2015 but we are already in the 4th quarter! I went to their
website and they said the same thing back in jan 2015. It seems like they just left us or dont wana tell us that they can patch it
because maybe theres no other way of doing it besides rooting our smartphones or whatever.

If you have an android lower than 5.0 lolipop then get it. its great for vids, photos such as snap chat or just to record video of
your games!

If you have above 5.0 lolipop, dont get it. Just look at all the other reviews.. I have played COD for many years, but I lately, I
have been disapointed in both the single player and mulitplayer experiences —especially when compared to titles like
Battlefiled.

The story is great, but the gameplay for singler player is exactly like it has been in the past. There have been few changes to
make the gameplay better. Perhaps one could say the weapons are different in Black Ops, but is that really an improvement?
No... The graphics are improved in this version of COD, but are nothing to the physics of Battlefield or Ghost Recon. I am not
impressed.

Gameplay for multiplayer is great for COD, but my primary dissapointment with COD has always been the lack of dedicated
servers hosted by the publisher. While Black Ops solved the issue with MW2 (where one random player became the host
computer —therefore opening the door right up for hacking) by allowing one to rent a dedicated server, you still have to pay
money to rent a server! Seriously?! You mean me and the many other players have to pay $15/mo for servers? Nice move.

Overall, I would not reccomend this game: you deserve better. COD is meant to be a console game and is downgraded for
PC/Mac. Spend a few extra dollars and get Battlefield, a game designed for computers and downgraded for consoles.. No
control options, horrible camera views, non existant physics. Equipment that should weigh tons bounces around like a go kart.
Don't waste your time. I've been in construction my whole life so when I see something like this it makes me think my son
would get to see a glimpse what it's like...nope. Pass on this junk.. Tried the easiest thing. just a small video, first the preview
window went to black, then all it rendered was a black screen.

I know how to use Premiere and I guess that I'll have to pay more to get better software.
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